DESIGN GUIDE

Zipper Pulls
Essential information for designing your
custom zipper pulls.
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A custom zipper pulls is a fantastic way to add an additional level of
branding to garments and accessories. The sections below will
explain the design options that are available to you.

Contents &
Key Info

Style & Material

Metal . Injection Mould . Leather & PU . Woven Polyester

Attachment

Add to an existing puller . Add to an existing slider . Replace the slider

A breakdown of the key areas
covered by our design guide plus
information regarding minimums and
lead times.
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Minimum Order
Quantity

Sampling
Lead Time

Production
Lead Time

1,000

16-18

18-21

Pieces

Approximate Working Days

Approximate Working Days
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Metal

Injection Mould PVC

Die-cast metal zipper pulls are the strongest and most durable zipper

Injection mould PVC zipper pulls are a strong and soft branding item

puller option. Designs can be engraved, embossed or laser engraved

featuring full colour designs which are either either embossed (raised),

and finished in a range of metal plated colours as well as enamel and

debossed (sunken) or printed.

Material
& Style
Zip pullers are available in four main
styles and materials to suit your
desired look and application.

rubber coated colours.
Typically they are supplied with a metal loop for attachment to a zip
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Metal zip pullers will either have a loop as part of the mould, or have

slider, though we can also supply with a hook and loop fastening for

an attaching loop connected.

looping on to an existing puller.
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Real & Faux Leather

Woven Polyester

We produce zip pullers in both real and imitation leather. Designs are

Our woven zip pullers provide an economical and simple way of

either hot stamped, embossed or printed and can be single or double

branding garments by adding to an existing unbranded metal puller.

sided.

They are produced as a damask quality woven label.

They are usually supplied with a metal loop for attachment onto a

A slit is added to the top which allows you to loop onto an exisiting

slider, though we can also supply with a hook and loop fastening or

puller. Designs for woven zipper pulls can be single or double sided

with a slit hole for looping on to an existing puller.

and can be flat or padded.

Material
& Style
Cont...
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Attach to an existing puller
If you have a finished garment that already
has a zip puller attached, you could add a
PVC, woven or leather zip puller to the
existing puller as shown.

PVC Puller with cord

Puller
Attachment

Leather/PU puller

Attach to an existing slider
You may have your zips with a slider that
allows you to add your own puller.

The crown supplied open allows the
puller to be placed and the crown then

In this instance, the crown of the slider is
Depending on the style of zip you

Woven puller

clamped closed to secure the puller.

required to be supplied open, or is able to

require, plus the garment you are

be opened to allow any style of puller to be

adding it to, there are a number of

attached.

attachment options.

Replacing the slider

Top Stops

If you have an existing zip pull and/or slider
that does not allow you to add the style of
puller you would like, then you may be able
to remove the slider from your zips and
replace with an assembled puller and slider
set that we supply.
Top stops may be able to be removed so a new
slider can be added.
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Puller and Slider set

You now have all the tools to get designing your
zipper pulls, but if you still have any questions, do not
hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing
from you and seeing your designs.
enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to
see other products within our range, visit our website.
www.ukpaccessories.com

